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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Congestion charging commenced in central London on 17 February 2003.  A £5 charge is required
to be paid for all vehicles within the charging zone between 7:00 and 18:30 – unless the vehicle is
exempt or the driver or a vehicle occupant is entitled to a discount.

This report considers the effectiveness of the scheme after three months of charging.  It represents
a preliminary assessment of the traffic and transport effects of the scheme.  More comprehensive
assessments will be drawn in the autumn.  Indications of the social, economic and environmental
effects of the scheme will not be available until the Spring of 2004.

After three months:

� driver responses to charging appear to have settled

� charging is delivering more than the expected reduction in congestion inside the charging zone

� traffic levels inside the charging zone have reduced by some 16%

� car journeys to and from the charging zone are quicker and more reliable
 

� the majority of ex car users have transferred to public transport, as projected

� public transport is coping with the transfers of ex car users

� diverted traffic is being successfully accommodated

� the cameras, telecommunications and number plate reading systems are all working effectively

� the various payment systems are working satisfactorily

� new registrations for discounts have substantially reduced

� call volumes to the call centre have continued to fall to some 62,000 calls per week 

� TfL is actively enforcing the scheme

� as of mid May, some 250,000 Penalty Charge Notices (PCNs) have been issued

� representations are currently made on some 20% of PCNs 

� appeals are currently made on 2% of PCNs

� the full range of enforcement procedures are now in place but not completed and it will be
some time before the overall enforcement process settles down

� public information continues to support the enforcement of the scheme

� the monitoring programme is proceeding well.
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2. IMPACTS MONITORING

2.1. Driver responses to charging appear to have settled 

The main evidence for this is the pattern of traffic coming into the charging zone and the pattern of
charge payments.

By May 2003, following the Easter holiday period and the full re-opening of the Central Line, a
settled pattern of reduced vehicle movements (Figure 1) and a settled pattern of daily charge
payments of 98,000 have both been established.

2.2. Charging is delivering more than the expected reduction in congestion inside the
zone

TfL have recently received the results from a full bi-monthly survey of journey times on 70
kilometres of road inside the charging zone, carried out during March and April 2003, after
congestion charging was launched.  These are shown in Figure 2 overleaf, along with the results of
previous surveys.

The results show that the average speed of traffic across the charging day (including time spent
queuing at junctions) is 17 km/hour (11 miles/hour).  This compares a value of 13km/hour for the
same time of year in 2002 and with 15 km/hour in the last few weeks before charging was
introduced.  It also substantiates the changes observed in sample speed measurements, derived
from the congestion charging cameras during the first weeks of charging, illustrated in Figure 3
overleaf.

Year on year comparison of these bi-monthly results indicate that the reduction in congestion
during charging hours amounts to about 1 minute/km, a 40% reduction.  Compared with more
typical 2002 conditions the reduction is around 0.8 minutes/km, a 32% reduction.  TfL’s expectation
was a congestion reduction of 20-30%.
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Figure 1 - Weekday Average Flow on 16 High-flow Inbound Gateway Sites by Time Period
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2.3. Traffic levels inside the charging zone have reduced by some 16%

A full survey of all vehicles coming into the charging zone during late February and March shows
an overall reduction of around 20% compared to the equivalent time one year ago.  Incoming cars,
vans and lorries have reduced; cars by around 30% compared with the last few weeks before
charging and by 38% compared with the equivalent period in 2002.  There have been small
increases in incoming buses, taxis, motorcycles and pedal cycles.  Inside the zone, TfL predicted
that traffic levels (excluding motor and pedal cycles, which contribute very little to congestion)
would reduce by 10-15%.  The actual reduction, taken from sample traffic counts in the weeks
immediately following the introduction of charging, compared with equivalent counts taken at the
same time in 2002 is around 16%.
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Figure 2 - Central Area Survey: Average Speeds Within the Charging Zone
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2.4. Car journeys to and from the zone are quicker and more reliable

TfL has received the results from a survey of regular drivers from across Greater London who
recorded their journey times to, from and through the charging zone.  This survey compares the
times taken for journeys for a period of two months before the introduction of charging against the
time taken for the same journeys one month after the introduction of charging.

These surveys show consistent improvements in journey times from all parts of London.  Typical
savings on a round trip to and from the zone amount to ten minutes or so.  Across a basket of
about 5,000 journeys, covering all parts of Greater London, the time taken for journeys to central
London (Figure 4) has reduced by 14%, and the time taken for return journeys has reduced by
13% (Figure 5).
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Figure 4 - Comparison of journey times to the charging zone (in minutes) by place of residence
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These surveys also show substantial improvements in the predictability of journeys to, from and
through central London; an important benefit for business travellers and commercial vehicle
operators. 

2.5. The majority of ex car-users have transferred to public transport

In round terms, each day some 150,000 fewer car trips are being made into, out of and through the
charging zone during charging hours, comparing the early weeks of charging with conditions in
Spring 2002.  The overall pattern of change in total charging day vehicles entering and leaving the
zone is shown in Figure 6.  

TfL considers that this daily total change can be characterised as follows:

� 10-20% of the reduction (some 15,000 to 30,000 car movements) is represented by car
journeys which previously travelled through the zone (including ‘glancing’ trips just entering the
zone for a short distance) and are now diverting around the charging zone.  Any potential
increases in diverting traffic on roads going around the zone have been offset by reductions in
radial central zone traffic that previously used the Inner Ring Road for part of their journey.
This is broadly in line with TfL’s projections.

� 50-70% of the daily reduction (some 75,000 – 105,000 car movements) have transferred to
public transport, adding around 90,000 – 130,000 individual passengers across the charging
day.  This represents about a 3% increase in the daily public transport activity crossing into and
out of the zone.  This is at the upper end of TfL’s projections. 
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� 20-30% of the reduction (about 30,000 to 45,000 net car movements) have switched to other
modes such as to taxis, motorcycles, pedal cycles, and to walking or to different times of day,
or to different destinations, or their occupants have made other adaptations, such as car
sharing or consolidating their activities into fewer journeys.

More precise figures will emerge from further surveys in due course.

2.6. Public transport is coping with the transfers of ex-car users

Following the start of charging, patronage on buses entering the charging zone during the critical
morning peak hour (08:00-09:00) was estimated to increase by 14%, or some 6,000 passengers
since Autumn 2002 with a 19% increase in the number of buses in the charging zone. 

The most recent data indicates there is a continued improvement in bus operations in and around
the charging zone:

� The level of disruption to bus services caused by traffic congestion has fallen by around half for
routes into the charging zone and up to or along the Inner Ring Road.

� Bus journey speeds have risen compared to 2002 both within the charging zone and on the
Inner Ring Road. 

� Over the same period the excess waiting time forced on passengers through service
irregularity fell by around one third for routes into the charging zone and up to/along the Inner
Ring Road.  

These are encouraging early results and the performance of bus services will be kept under
continuous review.

In the first four weeks of charging, London Underground estimated that there was an increase of
about 1% in trips to stations serving the charging zone after allowing for the effects of the lack of a
Central Line service.  This is estimated to amount to about 2,000 additional passengers in the
critical morning peak hour.  More reliable data for detecting changes in network usage will emerge
from surveys currently being analysed by LUL.

National Rail patronage counts are currently underway at stations in and around the charging
zone, and detailed results will be available in July.  However, the available evidence suggests
there has been no discernible change since the introduction of charging.  Increased rail trips are
likely to be comparable with increased Underground trips.

2.7. Diverted traffic is being successfully accommodated

Traffic counts taken on the Inner Ring Road and across a system of radial screenlines in inner
London do not show significant increases in traffic coinciding with the introduction of charging.  On
the Inner Ring Road, overall traffic levels at a sample of sites have been relatively static across the
period of the introduction of charging as a result of reduced radial movements that partly use the
Inner Ring Road and increased orbital movement (see Figure 7 overleaf).  A similar pattern has
been seen in traffic crossing a system of four radial screenlines extending outwards from the
charging zone (Figures 8-12 overleaf).  These results suggest that the net volume of diverted traffic
is relatively small, and has not created any significant additional stress on the Inner Ring Road or
the network of radial routes around the charging zone in inner London.
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Figure 8 – Position of the Four Radial Screenlines
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Figure 10 - Weekday Average Flow on Southern Screenline by Time Period
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2.8. The cameras, telecommunications and number plate reading systems are all
working effectively

TfL, in partnership with the Metropolitan Police, are continuing to manage traffic conditions through
the London Traffic Control Centre (LTCC).  Staff in the LTCC monitor traffic and instigate effective
traffic signal plans to ensure that the road network operates efficiently particularly on the Inner Ring
Road.  The objective of maintaining or improving on previous levels of service on the Inner Ring
Road is being achieved.
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Figure 11 - Weekday Average Flow on Northern Screenline by Time Period
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3. PAYMENTS

3.1. The various payment systems are working satisfactorily

The current split of payment methods is as follows:

� 23% paying through the internet
� 21% via the call centre – of which 7% are using Interactive Voice Recognition
� 37% via retail outlets
� 19% using SMS mobile phone text messaging.

Sales via retail outlets have remained largely consistent since 17 February.  The most popular
outlets are shops within the charging zone and petrol stations.  SMS text messaging has proved to
be an increasingly popular payment method, with payment share increasing from 12% to 19% with
an associated reduction in the use of the call centre from 25% to 21%.   Postal payments are
negligible and are almost entirely made up of payments made by residents when registering for the
discount. 

Excluding fleet accounts that account for some 12,000 vehicles/day, the payments have remained
relatively constant since week 2 of the scheme at an average of 98,000 payments/day.

3.2. New registrations for discounts have substantially reduced

Totals for the week commencing 19 May 2003 are as follows:

Blue Badge 108,442
Resident   24,886
Fleets     1,685
SMS 145,124
Fast Track 432,231

As predicted there were a significant number of applications for discounts during the period leading
up to the 17 February 2003.  Since that date the number of new discount applications has reduced
significantly and now represents the normal pattern of new residents, Blue Badge holders, new
alternative fuel vehicles etc.  

3.3. Call volumes to the call centre have continued to fall

Since the 17 February 2003 call volumes to the call centre to make payments or enquiries have
fallen from 167,000 to some 63,000 in mid-May. This fall is explained by the increasing awareness
of congestion charging both in terms of policy and its operation by the public, and reduced use of
the call centre for payments.

Average queuing times have stabilised at below 20 seconds since the beginning of April.

Average call time has decreased from just over three and a half minutes in the early weeks of the
operation of the scheme to below three minutes in recent weeks.  Call abandon rates are now
running at less than 1% of all calls. 
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4. ENFORCEMENT

4.1. TfL is actively enforcing the scheme

The enforcement process is still not yet fully complete even for some of those Penalty Charge
Notices (PCNs) issued in the first few weeks of charging. Registered keepers receiving PCNs have
four weeks in which to make representations, which then have to be considered by TfL.
Registered keepers who make representations that are not accepted can then make an appeal to
the independent adjudicators. 

4.2. Some 250,000 PCNs have been issued

Since the start of charging, and up to 18 May 2003, a total of some 250,000 PCNs have been
issued.  Of these, some 90,000 payments have been made and some 60,000 representations have
been received.  Currently, approximately 66% of representations are being accepted.
 
It became clear in the early weeks of the scheme that a number of people were incorrectly sent a
PCN due to customers providing or the contractor mis-entering number plate details or the day of
travel into the system.   Regular drivers are now more used to how the system operates and a
range of improved quality control measures were introduced to tackle this problem and charge-
payers are now prompted to ensure their details are correctly recorded. 

Public information advertisements were recently aired on radio to remind people to ensure that the
Vehicle Registration Mark and date of travel provided at the time of payment are correct otherwise
they risk receiving a PCN.  In other advertisements, drivers were reminded that if a PCN is
received, it should be paid within 14 days (at £40) rather than allowing the cost to rise to £80 or
£120.

4.3. Representations are currently made on some 20% of PCNs

In recent weeks the proportion of PCNs paid has significantly increased and representations
decreased compared with the early weeks.  Currently representations are being made on 20% of
PCNs raised.

4.4. Appeals are currently made on 2% of PCNs

Up to mid-May, over 5,000 appeals have been registered at the Parking and Traffic Appeals
Service (PATAS). The first hearings by the independent adjudicators appointed by the Lord
Chancellor were held in the week beginning 14 April 2003.  

Of the appeals received by PATAS by 23 May 2003, a total of some 5,505 have been passed to
TfL.  This represents 2% of all PCNs issued.   TfL has processed a total of 3,450 appeals of those
received from PATAS and as a result, 319 appeals have been heard by the adjudicators, of which
37% were found in favour of TfL.    In the light of the lessons learnt from the first batch of appeals a
further set of improvements have been made to the representations and appeals processes carried
out by the contractor.  These and on-going improvements are expected to reduce both the
proportion of PCNs that reach appeal and the number of uncontested appeals.
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4.5. The full range of enforcement procedures are now in place

TfL is now more confident that the great majority of images captured by the enforcement cameras
for which no payment, discount registration or exemption is on the system are those who have
deliberately not paid the charge.  On this basis, TfL has recently commenced clamping and
removal of persistent evaders, which are defined as vehicles with three or more PCNs unpaid for
which there is no representation or appeal awaiting a decision.

4.6. Public Information

The intensive post Christmas public information campaign focused on the enforcement of the
scheme and the various payment mechanisms in place.  This resulted in a high awareness and
understanding amongst those who drive into central London.

TfL have run radio advertisements encouraging drivers who have received a PCN to take action
promptly and to ensure that the date of travel and the number plate details provided at the time of
payment are correct. Further enforcement public information activity is at the planning stage.  It is
also planned to target infrequent drivers and overseas visitors with key scheme details in the
Summer.

5. MONITORING

5.1. The monitoring programme is proceeding well

A five-year programme of surveys and studies has been put in place to monitor the impacts of the
congestion charging scheme.  The Mayor is committed to considering adjustments to the scheme if
charging does not perform as intended.  The monitoring programme covers the traffic, transport,
social, business and environmental effects of charging.

The First Annual Report of the monitoring programme was published in June 2003.  This sets out
pre-charging conditions for a range of indicators being measured by the programme.  

A summary ‘preview report’ giving details of ‘baseline’ congestion, traffic and public transport
conditions was released in February 2003, just before the start of charging. 

The Second Annual Report to be published in Spring 2004 will provide the first comprehensive
overview of the impacts of the scheme, though a monitoring report for the first six months or so is
planned for Autumn this year, when it is expected that fully settled traffic conditions will have been
achieved.  Other data may be released in the form of bulletins or technical papers.

All reports will be available on the TfL website www.tfl.gov.uk

* * * *
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